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Cyberbullying Resources
Books:
Bullying Beyond the Schoolyard: Preventing and Responding to
Cyberbullying
By Sameer Hinduja and Justin Patchin
“Cyberbullying occurs when three components intersect: teens, technology, and trouble. This perfect storm of elements manifests as
harassment, humiliation, and hate that can follow a child everywhere. Drawing on the authors’ own extensive research, this
groundbreaking eye-opening resource incorporates the personal voices of youth affected by or involved in cyberbullying, while
helping readers understand the causes and consequences of online aggression.”

Words Wound: Delete Cyberbullying and Make Kindness Go Viral
By Justin W. Patchin and Sameer Hinduja
www.wordswound.org
“Many well-meaning researchers and experts have written a number of books for adults that detail the nature and extent of
cyberbullying, and offer suggestions for parents, educators, and other adults to effectively respond to the problem. In fact, Dr. Patchin
and Dr. Hinduja have written three books just like this! Words Wound is different. This book represents their effort to speak directly to
teens. They've long argued that it takes a coordinated community effort to address cyberbullying, and teens can and should be a big
part of that. And they want to be.”

The Bully, the Bullied, and the Bystander
By Barbara Coloroso
Drawing on her decades of work with troubled youth, and her wide experience in the areas of conflict resolution and reconciliatory
justice, Barbara Coloroso explains:

The three kinds of bullying, and the differences between boy and girl bullies

Four abilities that protect your child from succumbing to bullying

Seven steps to take if your child is a bully

How to help the bullied child heal and how to effectively discipline the bully

How to evaluate a school's antibullying policy

And much more

Organizations:


American Psychological Association - http://www.apa.org/topics/bullying



Cyberbullying Research Center - http://cyberbullying.us

 Connect Safely - http://www.connectsafely.org/tips-to-help-stop-cyberbullying

Websites:


http://cyberbullyhelp.com

 www.stopbullying.gov
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